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They’ve sent me

off alone to check

on Seabase 17.



We’ve been out

of contact for

nine days…



…& it’s going to take

me two more days

to get there.



Hopefully they’ll

hear from them

soon.



& I’ll just get to

come back home.



Or maybe I’ll get

there…



…& it’s just a

communication

malfunction.



Some of the

seabases have

ended pretty grimly.



Completely

destroyed

without survivors.



That’s why I’m going

alone to check

things out.



It’s easier for one

man to keep a

secret than a crew.



Another disaster

could end the

program.



& maybe it should.



Who wants to be

the thousandth

man…



…dying on the

bottom of the

ocean?



The sonar starts

beeping a warning.



Nobody should

be down here.



I was running silent

to save power.



I cut the outboard

lights on.



Just in time

to see it…



…& brace myself

before it hits me.



Everyone’s heard

the legends of

the giant squids.



But I thought

they’d died off

centuries ago.



Not only is

this guy big…



…he’s mean.



I guess mean

might be a little

presumptuous…



…but he is trying

to kill me.



I don’t know

what to do.



I don’t have any

weapons to use on

a beast like this.



I guess just

play dead…



…& hope he

loses interest…



…& hope the hull

is stronger than

his beak.







It takes four hours

for him to give up.



He broke off

my antenna…



…so calling for help

is out.



He screwed up

the propeller…



…so I can’t even go

half speed…



…which could

prove to be a

problem.



At this rate I don’t

even know if

I can make it home.



I can always

surface for air…



…but potable water

& power

are issues.



I just hope

Seabase 17

is okay…



…& someone there

can fix my ship.
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